EEA Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness (MVP) Action Grant – Monthly Report
Documenting Effects of a Large-Scale, Natural Sediment Event on Salt Marsh in the Great Marsh Estuary
[Assessing Applicability for Potential Salt Marsh Management in Massachusetts]
Town of Essex – Month of May 2019

Significant activities that have occurred to show progress toward deliverables:

The Project Team continues to work on the Final Report. A draft Final Report was completed and submitted earlier this month. Presently we are drafting a series of conclusions that may be used as guidelines upon which to base best practices or future recommendations for TLP in MA. Once finalized, they will be incorporated into the Final Report along with any comments or suggestions from review of the aforementioned draft.

Is there a need for a change in schedule or scope?
None anticipated at this time.

Will costs be on target (versus a projected overrun or underrun)?
Yes, based on understanding of project at this time.

Have invoices been paid during the reporting period for work completed to date?
No.

Is additional assistance needed from EEA or its partners?
None at this time.